How do humans learn to trust unfamiliar others? Decisions in the absence of direct knowledge rely on our ability to generalize from past experiences and are often shaped by the degree of similarity between prior experience and novel situations. Here, we leverage a stimulus generalization framework to examine how perceptual similarity between known individuals and unfamiliar strangers shapes social learning. In a behavioral study, subjects play an iterative trust game with three partners who exhibit highly trustworthy, somewhat trustworthy, or highly untrustworthy behavior. After learning who can be trusted, subjects select new partners for a second game. Unbeknownst to subjects, each potential new partner was parametrically morphed with one of the three original players. Results reveal that subjects prefer to play with strangers who implicitly resemble the original player they previously learned was trustworthy and avoid playing with strangers resembling the untrustworthy player. These decisions to trust or distrust strangers formed a generalization gradient that converged toward baseline as perceptual similarity to the original player diminished. In a second imaging experiment we replicate these behavioral gradients and leverage multivariate pattern similarity analyses to reveal that a tuning profile of activation patterns in the amygdala selectively captures increasing perceptions of untrustworthiness. We additionally observe that within the caudate adaptive choices to trust rely on neural activation patterns similar to those elicited when learning about unrelated, but perceptually familiar, individuals. Together, these findings suggest an associative learning mechanism efficiently deploys moral information encoded from past experiences to guide future choice.
How do humans learn to trust unfamiliar others? Decisions in the absence of direct knowledge rely on our ability to generalize from past experiences and are often shaped by the degree of similarity between prior experience and novel situations. Here, we leverage a stimulus generalization framework to examine how perceptual similarity between known individuals and unfamiliar strangers shapes social learning. In a behavioral study, subjects play an iterative trust game with three partners who exhibit highly trustworthy, somewhat trustworthy, or highly untrustworthy behavior. After learning who can be trusted, subjects select new partners for a second game. Unbeknownst to subjects, each potential new partner was parametrically morphed with one of the three original players. Results reveal that subjects prefer to play with strangers who implicitly resemble the original player they previously learned was trustworthy and avoid playing with strangers resembling the untrustworthy player. These decisions to trust or distrust strangers formed a generalization gradient that converged toward baseline as perceptual similarity to the original player diminished. In a second imaging experiment we replicate these behavioral gradients and leverage multivariate pattern similarity analyses to reveal that a tuning profile of activation patterns in the amygdala selectively captures increasing perceptions of untrustworthiness. We additionally observe that within the caudate adaptive choices to trust rely on neural activation patterns similar to those elicited when learning about unrelated, but perceptually familiar, individuals. Together, these findings suggest an associative learning mechanism efficiently deploys moral information encoded from past experiences to guide future choice.
trust | social learning | stimulus generalization | amygdala | caudate T he ubiquity of social interaction and collaboration throughout human evolution underscores the importance of adaptive social decision making (1) . For instance, deciding whether to trust is a daily activity occurring with varying levels of consequence, from telling trivial secrets to loaning significant amounts of money. Choosing to place one's own well-being into the hands of another typically necessitates first-hand experiences demonstrating the integrity of a partner's reputation (2) (3) (4) . However, people are frequently confronted with situations in which they must decide whether to trust a stranger in the absence of any prior experience. In contexts void of reputational information or direct prior knowledge, what governs decisions to trust?
Associative learning theory provides useful and straightforward descriptions of how experience shapes learning to guide valuebased behaviors (5, 6) . One principle of associative learning is that value can spread or transfer between stimuli that perceptually or conceptually resemble one another, known as stimulus generalization (7) (8) (9) . As stimuli rarely occur in the exact same form from one encounter to the next, similarity-based stimulus generalization mechanisms can be highly adaptive. Given that stimulus generalization is a learning process well-documented across species within the nonsocial domain (10, 11), it is conceivable that a related mechanism operates in highly complex social environments (12) , such as deciding when to trust or cooperate with unfamiliar others. To investigate this possibility we designed a task to test whether the transfer of learned value (i.e., stimulus generalization) occurs within the social domain, specifically among moral behaviors exhibited by individuals. In other words, do strangers gain positive and negative social value simply because they resemble another person whose social value is known, and do differences in the strength of this resemblance determine decisions to trust?
In our first experiment, we employed a classic trust game, which can be considered a form of associative conditioning, as subjects learn the social value (in this case, trustworthiness) associated with specific individuals over a series of trials. Subjects were endowed with $10 and acted as the investor in an iterative trust game, deciding whether to entrust their money with three different players (conditioning phase, Fig. 1A ). On each trial, subjects knew that any money invested would be multiplied four times, and the other player could then either share the money back with the subject (reciprocate) or keep the money for himself (defect). Each player was either highly trustworthy (reciprocation reinforced 93%), somewhat trustworthy (neutral: reciprocation reinforced 60%), or not at all trustworthy (reciprocation reinforced 7%). Subjects successfully learned which player could
Significance
Humans can learn to trust through direct social experiences. In our everyday lives, however, we constantly meet new people where judgments of trustworthiness are blind to reputation. In these cases, what drives decisions to trust? We find a simple learning mechanism observed across species-stimulus generalization-is deployed in complex social learning environments: Individuals distrust strangers who implicitly resemble those known to be untrustworthy. These behavioral findings were mirrored at the neural level, revealing that the amygdala and caudate selectively encode the transfer of social value during moral learning. The results demonstrate a mechanism that draws on prior learning to reduce the uncertainty associated with strangers, ultimately facilitating potentially adaptive decisions to trust, or withhold trust from, unfamiliar others.
be trusted, as the money entrusted to the trustworthy player ($5.47, SD ± 2.2) was significantly greater than the amount of money sent to either the neutral ($4.42, SD ± 2.2) or untrustworthy ($1.17, SD ± 1.4) players [repeated measures ANOVA: F(2,56) = 77.8, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.72, all pairwise comparisons P < 0.001; Fig. 1B] . In the conditioning phase subjects played an iterative trust game where they learned about three different partners who were either trustworthy, untrustworthy, or somewhat trustworthy (i.e., neutral). (B) Subjects learned to invest the most money in the trustworthy partner and the least amount of money in the untrustworthy player. Error bars reflect 1 SEM. (C) In a second task-the generalization phase-subjects selected partners to play with in a subsequent trust game. Unbeknownst to the subject, potential partners were morphed with one of the three original players (in increments of 11%). This allowed us to test whether adaptive choice relies on similarity-based stimulus generalization. The example morph gradient shows six individuals who were morphed with the original untrustworthy partner, resulting in a smooth perceptual continuum (see SI Appendix, Fig. S6 for more details). (D) Perceived similarity to the original player and trust type predicts choosing to play with the morph, where the x axis denotes similarity and the y axis denotes the likelihood of a decision to play (1) or refrain from playing (0) with the partner. A hierarchal regression reveals subjects were incrementally biased in selecting morphs that resembled past individuals associated with trustworthy outcomes and averse to selecting morphs that resembled past individuals associated with untrustworthy outcomes (fitted data are plotted above, but raw data can be found in SI Appendix). These behavioral tuning profiles were structurally asymmetric, such that subjects were more likely to avoid morphs that even slightly resembled past untrustworthy individuals (tested by comparing slopes of lines and through pairwise comparisons to neutral gradient). ***P < 0.001; ns, not significant.
To test for generalization of learning, in a second task subjects could now select their partners for a future trust game. Each trial presented a picture of a person's face alongside an image of a silhouette (generalization phase, Fig. 1C )-indicating a random new partner (13) . Unbeknownst to subjects, these faces were generated by morphing each of the original players from the conditioning phase with new, never-before-seen faces (stimuli were matched on multiple dimensions, including perceived attractiveness and trustworthiness). This resulted in a smooth and linear continuum of morphed stimuli at 11% increments (Fig.  1C) , which served as the final stimuli for the generalization phase (see SI Appendix for details on morph creation, normalization of stimuli, and final selection; SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). Critically, subjects believed the morphs were real people and potential partners for the next trust game, ensuring that the decision to trust was not affected by conscious awareness that the morphs were derivatives of the players from the preceding trust game (e.g., in debriefing subjects did not report being aware that these were morphed faces and believed each face was a unique individual; see SI Appendix for details of extensive piloting and debriefing measures). This distinguishes our paradigm from more classic stimulus generalization designs in which simple sensory stimuli (e.g., tones or lights) vary along an explicit unimodal continuum.
This perceptual morph gradient allows us to test whether aversive experiences with one individual (e.g., the untrustworthy partner in the conditioning phase) leads to inferring that related individuals (e.g., the morphs in the generalization phase) are aversive and untrustworthy and thus should be avoided. Since subjects successfully learned which of the three original players could be trusted and which could not, we might expect subjects to be incrementally biased in selecting morphs that more closely resemble past individuals associated with positive outcomes (high rates of reciprocation) and to avoid morphs that more closely resemble past individuals associated with negative outcomes (high rates of defection)-even though morphs were thought to be distinct individuals unrelated to the previous players.
Accordingly, we investigated two key questions: (i) Is perceptual similarity of the morphs implicitly used to guide novel decisions to trust unfamiliar others, and (ii) do these putative generalization gradients evoke structurally similar behavioral tuning profiles (e.g., adaptively refraining from or choosing to trust at the same rate)? To answer these questions, we ran a hierarchal logistic regression (14) , where both trustworthiness type (whether faces were morphed with the original trustworthy, untrustworthy, or neutral player) and perceptual similarity (increasing similarity to the original players) were entered as predictors of choosing to play with the morph. We found that as perceptual resemblance to the original trustworthy player increased subjects were significantly more likely to choose the morph as a partner for a future trust game (trust type × perceptual similarity: P < 0.001; Fig. 1D and Table 1 ; raw data in SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). The opposite generalization pattern was observed for untrustworthy morphs; the greater the perceptual similarity to the original untrustworthy player, the less likely subjects were to select the morph for a second trust game. Evidence of a similarity heuristic (15, 16) biasing subsequent choice demonstrates that social learning in the appetitive and aversive domains relies-at least in part-on comparing current experiences with past experiences. Critically, there was no effect of the neutral morph continuum on choice: Subjects were just as likely to choose the morph that most closely resembled the original neutral player as they were the morph that least likely resembled the neutral player (P > 0.1).
The shape of the behavioral tuning profiles-choosing to trust or distrust the morphs as a function of increasing perceptual similarity to the original players in the conditioning phase-can be taken as an indication of the strength of generalization, since the rate at which responses increase quantitatively characterizes the strength of the generalization of learned associations. For instance, tuning profiles that are wide and flat depict a slowly decaying gradient reflective of broad overgeneralization of learned stimuli. Given that the conditioning literature illustrates asymmetrical learning in the aversive and appetitive domains (17)-which has been likened to a "better safe than sorry" strategy for aversive phenomena (18)-we further posited that there may be similar asymmetries in tuning profiles between trustworthy and untrustworthy morph gradients. In line with this Hierarchical logistic regression where choice is indexed by subject and trial (0 = morph not selected, 1 = morph selected), trust type (indicator variable: 0 = neutral, such that neutral serves as the reference category, −1 = untrustworthy, 1 = trustworthy), and perceptual similarity (which was mean-centered) is indexed linearly by morph increment. ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05. Hierarchical logistic regression where choice is indexed by subject and trial (0 = morph not selected, 1 = morph selected), trust type (indicator variable: 0 = neutral, −1 = untrustworthy, 1 = trustworthy), and perceptual similarity (which was mean-centered) is indexed linearly by morph increment. ***P < 0.001. prediction, we observed that the generalization gradient for untrustworthy morphs was wider than that for the trustworthy morphs, despite the original players' being perfectly inversely matched in their reinforcement rates [the slope of the trustworthy and untrustworthy gradients' coefficients from the regression (Table 1) were significantly different from one another (t (28) = −6.13, P < 0.001)]. This generalization asymmetry was further confirmed with a repeated measures ANOVA trust type × morph interaction [F(10,280) = 10.76, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.26] (pairwise comparisons for untrustworthy > neutral morph increments were significant until 56% similarity, P < 0.001; pairwise comparisons for trustworthy > neutral morph increments were only significant until 67% similarity, P < 0.001; Fig.  1D and see SI Appendix, Fig. S3A for raw data). That subjects preferentially avoided the untrustworthy morphs more so than engaging with the trustworthy morphs suggests an asymmetric overgeneralization toward individuals perceived to be morally aversive.
Identifying and characterizing the neural circuitry supporting decisions to trust can further elucidate how this generalization mechanism is precisely deployed and instantiated during social learning. One possibility is that adaptively choosing to trust individuals bearing a greater resemblance to the original trustworthy player should elicit blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) activation in a network typically associated with trust and social reward [e.g., caudate and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) (2, 3, (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) ], while the opposite pattern of behavior should reveal activity in regions critical for processing aversive and socially threatening stimuli [e.g., the amygdala and anterior insula (20, (24) (25) (26) ].
Therefore, in a second experiment, we sought to replicate our behavioral findings while also probing the underlying BOLD activity supporting adaptive decisions to trust unfamiliar others. While in the scanner, subjects (n = 28) followed the same experimental structure described in the first experiment, completing both conditioning and generalization phases. As before, we found that during conditioning subjects learned which players could be trusted and which could not (SI Appendix). Furthermore, the asymmetric behavioral tuning profiles were again observed in the generalization phase, replicating the findings from Exp. 1: As perceptual resemblance to the original player increases, subjects are significantly more likely to choose the morph along the trustworthy gradient and not choose the morph along the untrustworthy gradient ( Table 2 ), such that morphs associated with the original player who broke trust and facilitated aversive outcomes were again more broadly and systematically avoided (see SI Appendix, Fig. S3B for details) .
To probe BOLD activity indexing the perceptual similarity of trustworthy and untrustworthy morphs gradients to their respective original players we focused on the presentation of the faces during the choice epoch of the generalization phase (fixed 3 s). We hypothesized that subjects' ability to adaptively refrain from trusting or choose to trust during the generalization phase might rely on discrete BOLD signals that scale with perceptual similarity along the untrustworthy and trustworthy generalization gradient. Using univariate analyses, we applied parametric regressors delineating each perceptual increment along the morph gradient and separately compared activation to trustworthy and untrustworthy morph gradients to morphs along the neutral gradient. This enabled a whole-brain examination of the BOLD signal tracking perceptual similarity of trustworthy and untrustworthy partners. Comparison with the neutral gradient serves as a conservative baseline to control for regions that may also generally scale with perceptual similarity. Results revealed that activity in the amygdala tracked morphs that gradually resembled the original untrustworthy player (parametric untrustworthy gradient > parametric neutral gradient; Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Table S3 ), while the opposite contrast-increasing similarity toward the original trustworthy player compared with increasing similarity of the neutral player-revealed increasing activation in the dmPFC (SI Appendix, Table S4 ), two regions known to be associated with judgments of untrustworthiness and trustworthiness, respectively (20) . Univariate analyses, however, are less well suited for investigating the content of neural representations (27, 28) . Accordingly, we used multivariate pattern similarity analysis (PSA) to further characterize how perceptual information and choice are represented in key regions of interest. Probing patterns of BOLD signal across voxels allows us to examine whether social value spreads via an associative learning mechanism at the neural level. In other words, we can test for similarity between the structure of the activation patterns supporting learning about a trustworthy or untrustworthy player in the conditioning phase and the activation patterns elicited at each subsequent morph increment in the generalization phase. If value learned during the initial episode is transferred to subsequent interactions, then morphs that increasingly resemble the original untrustworthy player may evoke activation patterns that are incrementally more similar to the activation patterns that supported learning about the original player's untrustworthiness. These perceptual neural tuning profiles-the correlation between activation patterns during learning about the untrustworthy player and the activation patterns later elicited at each morph increment-should scale with perceptual similarity along the generalization gradient.
Beyond perceptual similarity, there is also the possibility that a discrete generalization mechanism for choice will be reflected at the neural level, which would be consistent with animal lesion work demonstrating an important distinction between the ability to perceptually and behaviorally discriminate along a generalization gradient (29) . If this were the case, the observed adaptive behavioral tuning profiles-for example, engaging with morphs that look increasingly more like the original trustworthy player and avoiding morphs that look increasingly more like the original untrustworthy player-should be mirrored at the neural level. This choice model posits that if stimulus generalization is related to the initial learning episode then neural patterns active during learning may also be similarly active when guiding subsequent choice, henceforth referred to as choice neural tuning profiles.
In our PSA used to address these two predictions the activation patterns evoked at each morph increment along the generalization gradient were correlated with the activation patterns evoked from the original player in the initial learning phase (Pearson's; Fig. 3B ). For each region of interest (ROI), a mixed-effects hierarchical linear regression model was fit with choice, perceptual similarity, and trust type as predictors of the similarity patterns (PS) between each morph increment in the generalization phase and the activation pattern corresponding to that morph's original player in the conditioning phase. This model captures both the effects of perceptual similarity and adaptive choice in predicting the neural similarity of representational content between each morph and the corresponding original player (see Materials and Methods and SI Appendix for analysis details). ROIs were created from thresholded T maps on a conjunction analysis of all trust types presented during the conditioning phase (SI Appendix, Table S5 ) given our a priori hypothesis about which brain regions would be involved when learning to trust (discussed below).
Based on prior work (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) and the results from our univariate analysis, there are candidate brain regions, including the amygdala, that should be more sensitive to exhibiting an incremental change in pattern similarity along the perceptual untrustworthy gradient. For example, much work has characterized the role of the amygdala during emotional learning (35) (36) (37) , such as fear generalization (10, 38) and social avoidance (39) , which provides a convincing case for exploring whether aversive social phenomena, such as perceiving distrustful individuals, also evoke a similar perceptual neural tuning profile in the amygdala. Results reveal that at the perceptual level the amygdala exhibits a neural tuning profile-increasingly similar patterns-that tracks perceived increases in untrustworthiness (P < 0.001; Fig. 3A and Table 3 , further confirmed with an anatomical ROI: SI Appendix, Table S8 ). This relationship between perceptual similarity with the original untrustworthy player and patterns in the amygdala remains robust when accounting for overall univariate BOLD activity (SI Appendix, Table S9 ). Simply put, the activation patterns within the amygdala recruited when initially learning about the untrustworthy player were increasingly correlated with the activation patterns recruited as the morphs progressively resembled the original untrustworthy player. This relationship did not extend to either the trustworthy or neutral gradients.
We further theorized that when adaptively choosing which morph to play with (Fig. 4A ) a network involved in trust and distrust (26, (40) (41) (42) , which includes the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and anterior insula (AI), may index decisions to refrain from playing with morphs that resemble untrustworthy past players. Conversely, given the abundance of evidence documenting the role the caudate plays in encoding reward (43, 44) -especially when deciding whether to trust (2, 3)-we posited that activation patterns within the caudate might selectively scale along the trustworthy gradient.
Consistent with the notion that there are distinct perceptual and behavioral generalization gradients reflected at the neural level, we found that refraining from engaging with the untrustworthy morph (a putatively adaptive choice) evoked a neural tuning profile in the vmPFC (even when controlling for perceptual similarity, Fig. 4C and Table 4 ; see SI Appendix for AI data). These choice neural tuning profiles in the vmPFC were only observed for the untrustworthy gradient (results replicate when choice is the dependent variable predicted by the interaction between perceptual similarity and neural pattern similarity, P = 0.01). In contrast, when selecting morphs along the trustworthy gradient the caudate ROI from conjunction of face presentation across all trust types during the initial learning episode (conditioning phase; SI Appendix, Table S5 ). ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01. selectively exhibited increasingly similar neural patterns that mirrored the observed incremental increases in trusting behavior ( Fig. 4C and Table 5 ; results replicate when choice is the dependent variable predicted by the interaction between perceptual similarity and neural pattern similarity, P = 0.04). Further interrogating each subject's data at the trial-by-trial level for the morphs that have the greatest perceptual ambiguity (45-56% morph increments, which corresponds to identical visual stimuli across all conditions) provides converging evidence for choices predicting pattern similarity when holding perceptual similarity constant. This highly conservative analysis revealed that deciding to play with the morph predicted increasing pattern similarity in the caudate in the trustworthy condition (SI Appendix, Table S14 ; the vmPFC exhibited a similar pattern but failed to reach significance within the untrustworthy condition, SI Appendix, Table S15 : see SI Appendix).
Discussion
Trust is a basic component of human social life (45) . However, little is understood about the cognitive and neural mechanisms supporting learning to trust in the absence of explicit reputational information. Here we demonstrate that a mechanism related to generalizing associative value-a process documented across species-is also deployed in humans in highly complex social decision-making environments. We find that strangers bearing greater resemblance to past individuals previously known to be trustworthy are trusted more and those who resemble individuals previously known to be untrustworthy are trusted less. These behavioral tuning profiles are asymmetrically deployed, whereby individuals are distrusted more when even minimally resembling someone previously associated with untrustworthy and aversive ROI from conjunction of face presentation across all trust types during the initial learning episode (conditioning phase; SI Appendix, Table S5 ). **P < 0.01. In the imaging experiment, behavioral tuning profiles reveal that subjects incrementally engaged with morphs that look increasingly more like the original trustworthy player and incrementally avoided morphs that look increasingly more like the original untrustworthy player. There was no effect of the neutral gradient (P > 0.1). Plotted raw data can be found in SI Appendix. Morph gradient is shown with six individuals who were morphed with the trustworthy partner. (B) To probe whether adaptive choices relied on similar patterns of activation to the original learning episode we correlated patterns of activity when learning about the trustworthy and untrustworthy players in the conditioning phase with decisions to adaptively engage in, or refrain from, playing with trustworthy or untrustworthy morphs. (C) Patterns of activation (derived from PSA) in the caudate support choosing morphs that look like the original trustworthy player. This relationship was only observed in the trustworthy condition. We further observed that patterns of activation in the vmPFC selectively support adaptively refraining from choosing morphs that look like the original untrustworthy player. ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05.
outcomes. Wider generalization in the aversive domain accords with the idea that incorrectly identifying a dangerous stimulus as safe is more costly than treating a safe stimulus as a threat (46) . These behavioral tuning profiles were mirrored at the neural level. Within the perceptual domain, the amygdala's functional role in tracking untrustworthiness was supported by both increasing univariate BOLD activity and multivariate activation pattern similarity, such that patterns of neural representation were elicited in a graded fashion along the untrustworthy gradient. These findings extend previous work linking the amygdala to threat processing and judgments of trustworthiness (32) (33) (34) , revealing that not only does its hemodynamic activity reflect involvement in extracting information about an individual's untrustworthiness (20) , but it also functionally encodes information about untrustworthiness on a representational level. This higher-level functional analysis permits a fine-grained approach for inferring mental states, demonstrating that the amygdala represents critical information about potentially threatening individuals. When perceiving a stranger who looks similar to a past untrustworthy individual the amygdala evokes a pattern of BOLD representations similar to the representations that support initial learning. Evidence of a neural tuning profile tracking perceptual similarity in a graded fashion (15) implies that the amygdala selectively encodes the transfer of negative social value between individuals perceptually resembling one another.
We further observed that neural tuning profiles in the caudate and vmPFC track the behavioral patterns to choose partners who might procure positive outcomes and avoid partners who might yield negative outcomes, respectively. These findings indicate that in the absence of direct and explicit information about an individual's reputation, adaptive decisions to trust or withhold trust rely on activation patterns similar to those elicited when learning about other unrelated, but perceptually familiar, individuals. These choice neural tuning profiles capture behavior above and beyond mere tracking of perceptual similarity, revealing that at the neural level an associative learning mechanism efficiently deploys moral information encoded from past experiences to guide future choice.
Together these findings suggest that when deciding whom to trust humans rely on an efficient, albeit rudimentary, learning heuristic that facilitates adaptive engagement. A similaritybased generalization mechanism can be highly adaptive because it enables many stimuli-in this case, unfamiliar individuals-to acquire value from minimal learning. Even without any direct experience of untrustworthiness individuals implicitly deemed as potentially untrustworthy are systematically avoided. Future work that probes whether initial learning rates bias the efficacy of generalization would be an important next step for understanding whether specific contexts facilitate rapid learning. Importantly, our task is a departure from canonical stimulus generalization tasks in which novel stimuli are often perceived to explicitly overlap with the initial stimulus. Subjects in our experiments believed they were selecting real partners for the next game and therefore treated each potential partner as unique. This indicates that even in the absence of conscious awareness social learning relies on neural processes that make comparisons between current and past experiences to bias decisions about who can be trusted. Ultimately, the finding that complex, dyadic social choices seem to be buoyed by behavioral and neural mechanisms that operate across domains and species suggests that a domain-general system governs many types of emotional learning.
Materials and Methods
Across all experiments 91 subjects were recruited and brought into the laboratory to partake in either a behavioral or imaging task. Subject size of each experiment was based on extant research (13) . All subjects were paid $15/h for the behavioral study or $25/h for the imaging study and could make up to an additional $20 based on their decisions during the task. Subjects provided written consent and all experiments were approved by the New York University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects. Experimental procedures-which included an iterative trust game with three trustees and a task where subjects could select their own partners for a second trust game-were similar across experiments, with minor exceptions (SI Appendix). Individuals presented for the second trust game were morphs of the original trustees, set at 11% increments between the original trustee and a new, neutrally rated face [for a total of eight new morphs, although the morphs closest to the original player (89% increment) and novel individual (12% increment) were not included in the final gradient], which created a linear continuum of increasing perceptual similarity along six morph increments (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). For the imaging experiment, subjects also completed a face localizer task and anatomical scan.
Multivariate PSA was computed in each participant's native space separately for each ROI. Specifically, we assessed the neural similarity between the trustworthy, untrustworthy, and neutral players in the conditioning phase to their respective morphed faces in the generalization phase (see SI Appendix for details on how pattern similarity was assessed). This allowed us to probe the representational structure of the activation patterns elicited at each morph increment along the trustworthy, untrustworthy, and neutral gradients, testing whether morphs bearing greater perceptual similarity to the original players would elicit activation patterns that were increasingly similar to those observed during initial learning. Thus, the neural representation of each original player and each morph increment was operationalized as a vector of t statistics corresponding to the voxelwise responses in a given ROI. Neural similarity scores for each morph were calculated as the Pearson correlations between that morph's vector and the vector corresponding to the original player during the conditioning phase. Each ROI-specific PS mixed effects linear regression had the same structure and parameters: PS i = β 0 +β 1 Choice i,m × Trust Type t + β 2 Perceptual Similarity i,t × Trust Type t + «, where PS is a vector of the correlations (Fisher-transformed values) of the neural pattern similarity between each of the six morph increments and the corresponding original player, for the three trust types, per subject. Choice is indexed by the overall performance at each morph increment (whereby each subject has a composite score of choices across the same trial type, lying between 0 and 1 for each morph increment: 1 indicates choosing the morph and 0 indicates not choosing the morph) and trust type is an indicator variable where 0 = neutral, −1 = untrustworthy, and 1 = trustworthy. This theory driven model captures both the effects of perceptual similarity and adaptive choice in predicting the neural similarity of representational content between each morph and the corresponding original player (ref. 47, p. 776) . For further details see SI Appendix.
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